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Nowadays many of the most widely-read popular science books, are written by celebrity fantasists who
spend half the book titillating the reader by telling him how mystical and incomprehensible the universe is;
and the other half assuring him that brilliant geniuses, like the author himself, understand the universe so
perfectly that they are absolutely certain what it was like a fraction of a second after the big bang. In addition
they often try to convince the reader that the most outrageous ideas from science fiction, such as time travel
and teleportation, are really possible, and so belong in the domain of physics. Of course the reason the
celebrity fantasists write such meaningless drivel, is that their readership are all too eager to pay them to do
it. Provided this charade takes place between consenting adults, then probably no crime has been committed.
But it does make it hard for anybody to write a proper scientific book about the universe; because physics-
believers have developed such a devout religious belief in imaginary beings like quarks, gluons, dark matter,
and the Higgs field, that any attempt to make sense of the universe, is met with screams of ‘blasphemy’,
‘heresy’ and ‘crackpottery’. On the other hand, writing science fiction is hardly made any easier by the fact
that the physics-fantasists have stolen its the most outrageous ideas about the universe, and claimed that they
are really possible. Since the celebrity physics-fantasists are selling fourth-rate science fiction by claiming it
is physics; what if somebody were to try to turn the tables, and write a science fiction book which contained
ingenious new ideas about the structure of the universe? Would that work? I very much doubt it. But them
again, a human is just a complicated chemical reaction, and life is just an experiment, so I may as well give it
a try.
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From reader reviews:

Eugene Obrien:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive today, people
have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place and
notice by means of surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Yep, by reading a publication your ability to survive improve then having chance to stay than other
is high. In your case who want to start reading a new book, we give you this specific Squish Theory book as
starter and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Arturo McDaniel:

The event that you get from Squish Theory could be the more deep you looking the information that hide in
the words the more you get serious about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be aware of but
Squish Theory giving you excitement feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in certain way that
can be understood by means of anyone who read the idea because the author of this e-book is well-known
enough. That book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to understand then
can go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having that Squish
Theory instantly.

Allie Littlefield:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get large
amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you possess
when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever try this one,
reading ebooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, typically the book you have read
is usually Squish Theory.

Susan Bannister:

Squish Theory can be one of your starter books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this publication has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to place
every word into joy arrangement in writing Squish Theory yet doesn't forget the main place, giving the
reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource info that maybe you can be considered one of it. This
great information can certainly drawn you into brand new stage of crucial pondering.
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